
Outflank Security Tooling (OST) is a broad set of tools 
created by the red teaming specialists at Outflank. 
For years we have researched and developed powerful 
tools. Some of these tools we have shared with the 
public. Several others are too powerful for public 
release. 

With OST, we bundle our internal tools and make these 
available as a service to others providing high-end 
offensive security services: red teaming, adversary 
simulation or advanced penetration testing services.

These tools allow you to simulate similar techniques 
to what some APTs and Organized Crime Groups 
apply but are not available in public tools. They also 
help all your team members to easily perform deep-
technical and difficult tasks without hassle, with a 
guaranteed level and OPSEC safe. OST tools are 
explicitly developed to bypass defensive measures 
and detection tools. 

OST will make your offensive security team perform 
more efficient.

OST is a powerful toolbox  
made by red teamers for red teams

Too powerful for open source release
We have decided against a public release of these tools because 
that would be irresponsible. These tools are specifically developed 
to bypass defensive measures. They will create havoc when used 
on large scale. Appropriate usage of these tools is best kept in 
hands of other professional red teams.

Continuously developed and kept up-to-date
In the recent years we have seen defensive teams be able to 
become much more effective. This is due to better defensive 
measures, increased trainings as well as better detection tools. 
At the same time, we see APTs and organized crime groups apply 
new techniques and procedures. 

Red teams still want to serve the requested level of professional 
service. But solely relying on public tools doesn’t cut it anymore. 
This means that red teams need to step up their game and invest 
heavily in research and development of custom tools that can 
stay undetected. 

At Outflank, continuous researching and development has been 
an essential part of our company since the very start. It is part of 
why we love what we do. OST is the product of that. And because 
we use OST ourselves, the toolset is continuously expanded and 
improved to stay undetected for blue teams. 
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Lateral pack
Tools for lateral movement 
using various modern and 
unpublished techniques. 
This will help you move 
from one system to another 
while staying under the 
radar of EDR products.

Office Intrusion Pack
Offensive macro generator 
for phishing with MS Office 
documents. This tool is built 
on our latest research and 
contains various non-public 
techniques to succeed in 
establishing initial access.

Stage 1
Our pre-C2 toolkit. It allows 
you to perform OPSEC safe 
actions such as recon. Make 
an informed decision before 
increasing your footprint and 
smuggle full C2 frameworks 
such as Cobalt Strike, 
Mythic or Covenant past 
antivirus and EDR products.

Stego loader
A tool that leverages 
steganography for hiding 
payloads in pictures, just  
like some of the well-known 
APT groups do (e.g. APT29 
and Turla).

HiddenDesktop
Full interaction with your 
target’s desktop without the 
user experiencing anything. 
Perfect for actions on 
objectives, such as gaining 
access to a fat client payment 
application. So much more 
than VNC or RDP. It’s pure 
interactive desktop magic.

A selection of the tools 
The toolset is continuously developed.
Currently there are 10 tools, including: 

PHASES AND TOOLS

Payload generator
A tool for generating advanced 
and unique payloads for initial 
access. This tool contains 
a multitude of OPSEC and 
anti-forensic features to help 
you evade antivirus and EDR 
products. Easy to use for all 
your team members.
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OST BENEFITS FOR YOUR TEAM

Interested?  
Contact ost@outflank.nl for more information or a demo.

Available via an online  
portal and Slack

OST is accessible to your team 
members via an online portal. 
This is the preferred way 
for modern teams. It allows 
for easy access, continuous 
updates and immediate 
upgrades. 

The portal includes full 
documentation on the tools. 
From concept to technical and 
operational details. We make 
sure that your team knows 
what the tools do under the 
hood.

Tool support is given via Slack. 
The Outflank team members 
themselves are available for 
questions. The Slack channel 
is also the best way to discuss 
development ideas and other 
additions to OST.

Fixed yearly license  
fee for your offensive  
security team

Save time and money
OST is continuously updated with new 

offensive Techniques and Procedures by 
a team of hackers and developers. This 

saves you significant time developing 
and maintaining a full internal toolkit.

Become smarter
We hire some of the smartest people in the 

industry. They spend much time on research 
& development. We put this into a readily 

available toolkit. This means your team can 
quickly upgrade their knowledge, technology 

and operations. Supported with extensive 
documentation, your team will know exactly 

what the tools do.

Increase fire power on full kill chain
Smaller teams can punch above their weight by 
leveraging external development power. Our 
toolkit provides your team with shortcuts for 
hard stages like initial access, EDR evasion and 
OPSEC-safe lateral movement. OST includes 
techniques that have not yet been published or 
weaponized by other red teams.

Use quality tools
The toolkit is also used by Outflank 
specialists. This means OST is built 
for performing in mature and sensitive 
target environments. 

OST is offered in a 
subscription model. The 
default license period is 12 
months. Tool support and 
free updates during the 
license period are included.

     
     

    
   

OST is not available for 
blue teams and defensive 
security researchers. 
 
Screening and export 
control regulations may 
apply.

      
    


